Names Found Often in Family Histories and Files at WCGHA

T-Z

(Updated 6/13/2021)

T

Tabor:

Addendum to Early Settlers of Old Mount Airy
Adam Waggoner Family: Tazewell and Montgomery 1750-1996

Taft: Family Files

Talbert:

Scotts of SW VA with Ten Other Scott Early Lines (3 vols)
Family Files

Taliferris: Family Files

Talley: Family Files

Tarpley: Family Files

Tarter:

Early Adventurers on the Western Waters, Volume V
A collection: Thomas Herrgeroder and some of his descendants
From Ziefen to Sally Run (Repass Family)
Joseph Henry “Boss” Topham: Sr. His Ancestors and Descendants
Pioneers of the Virginia Bluegrass (rev. edition)
Rosenbaum Family of Southwest Virginia
Scotts of SW VA with Ten Other Scott Early Lines (3 vols)
First Family Files
Multiple Family Files

Tate:

Early Adventurers on the Western Waters, Volume IV
Conduff-Gilmer Lineage & Connections.
Sänders Säga
Pioneer Tate Family of Augusta County
Family Files

Tatum: Smith Family of Rockingham Co, NC, Vol. Drury Smith of Paw Paw Creek

Tavener: Family Files

Tawney: Early Adventurers on the Western Waters, Volume V

Taylor: Family Files

Taylor:

Early Adventurers on the Western Waters, Volume I
Genealogy of James Warren Rowland and His Wife Katerine Elizabeth Taylor
Blue Ridge Mountain Kinfolk
Phillippi Descendants of Hans Hensel Phillippie
Radford Letters: a Radford Family History
Taylor continued:

Rosenbaum Family of Southwest Virginia
Sänders Säga
Scotts of SW VA with ten Other Scott Early Lines (3 vols)
Smith Family of Rockingham Co: NC: Vol. Drury Smith of Paw Paw Creek
Family Files

Teas: Family Files
Teilman: Family Files
Tennis: Family Files
Terrell: Family Files

Terry:
Smith Family of Rockingham Co. NC, Vol. Drury Smith of Paw Paw Creek
Beachem - Terry Heritage II
Willis Edward Beachem, Jr's and Nellie Lee Terry's Heritage
Adam Waggoner Family, Tazewell and Montgomery 1750-1996
Terry Records of Virginia
Family Files

Tester: Family Files

Thacker:
Horn: Horne Family Tree
Family Files

Thayer: Family Files

Thigpen: Family Files

Thomas:
Abijah Thomas and his Octagon House
Early Settlers of Old Mount Airy
Genealogy of William Bonham (Grayson County)
Our Families Quesenberry with Roots in Southwest Virginia
Rosenbaum Family of Southwest Virginia
Scotts of SW VA with ten Other Scott Early Lines (3 vols)
Smith Family of Rockingham Co, NC, Vol. Drury Smith of Paw Paw Creek
Thompsons of Walkers Creek (Andrew: Sr. of Bland Co.)
2007 Retrospective
First Family Files
Family Files

Thomason: Kings Quest

Thompson:
Early Adventurers on the Western Waters, Volume I and V
A Crockett Family Chronicle
Adam Waggoner Family: Tazewell and Montgomery 1750-1996
Blue Ridge Mountain Kinfolk
Conduff-Gilmer Lineage & Connections.
Early Settlers of Old Mount Airy
Pioneers of the Virginia Bluegrass
Thompson continued:
   Pioneers of the Virginia Bluegrass (rev. edition)
   Scotts of SW VA with ten Other Scott Early Lines (3 vols)
   Thompsons of Walkers Creek (Andrew Sr. of Bland Co.)
   Southwest Virginia Families (Trimble)
   Virginia Connections Genealogical History of the Thompson-Ward Family
   Thompson Family Records
   First Family Files
   Multiple Family Files
Thomson: Family Files
Thrasher: Family Files
Throckmorton: Family Files
Thorn: Family Files
Thornsberry: Family Files
Thorsen: Family Files
Tibbs:
   Tibbs Family History
   Early Settlers of Old Mount Airy
   Family Files
Tickle:
   Tickle & Bunts Failies, Vol 1
   Tickle, A Family History
   Tickle: Bunts: Bond and Jennings of Southwest Virginia
   Family Files
Tignor: Delph
Tiller: Family Files
Tilley: Family Files
Tillinghast: Family Files
Tilson:
   History of the Gollehon Family
Tipton:
   First Family Files
   Family Files
Tobelman: Family Files
Tobler (see also Dobler):
   Early Settlers of Old Mount Airy
   Addendum to Early Settlers of Old Mount Airy
   Joe Cameron Collection
   Family Files
Tolbert: Family Files
Tollett: Texas Capital Artist
Tolley: Family Files
Toncray:
    Early Adventurers on the Western Waters, Volume IV
    Glimpses of Wythe County, Virginia, Volume II
    Family Files

Topham:
    Joseph Henry “Boss” Topham, Sr. His Ancestors and Descendants
    Topham Family Reunion, 1998 (photos)
    The Family of Joseph Topham, 1804-1884
    Joseph Henry Topham and Susannah C. Pope
    Family Files

Topping: Family Files

Totten:
    Addendum to Early Settlers of Old Mount Airy
    Family Files

Townly: Family Files

Townshend: Family Files

Trent Papers B Elk Creek: Va. (Archives)

Trigg:
    Early Adventurers on the Western Waters, Volume I and IV
    Sänders Sága
    Diary of Hannah Walton Sanders
    Multiple Family Files

Trinkle:
    The Early Wysor Family
    Family Files

Trivett: Family Files

Trollinger: Our Hoge-Hunter Lineage

Tuck: Family Files

Tucker:
    Scotts of SW VA with Ten Other Scott Early Lines (3 vols)
    Conduff-Gilmer Lineage & Connections.

Tuell: Family Files

Turk:
    Gleaves Families in Middle Tennessee
    Descendants of Matthew Gleaves
    First Family Files

Turley: First Family Files

Turman Family: Family Files

Turner:
    Ross Family [of Hanover County]
    Leftwich-Turner Families of Virginia
    Smith Family of Rockingham Co, NC, Vol. Drury Smith of Paw Paw Creek
    Family Files

Turpin: Family Files
Udall: Family Files
Udall: Family Files
Umbarger/Umberger:

- Early Adventurers on the Western Waters, Volume V
- A collection: Thomas Herrgeroder and Some of His Descendants
- A Twig of the Unbers before 1645 to the 21st Century
- Anna Katherine Letters 1900-1920: AN - 111 (Archives)
- Baumgardner Family in America
- Cassell Connections (Nicholas and Michael)
- Descendants of Conrad, Rudie and Heinrich Umberger
- Donna Allison Scrap Book, 1920s B 1980s (Archives)
- Early Settlers of Old Mount Airy
- Family of Michael Cassell (b. ca. 1772)
- Family of Solomon Umberger (b. ca 1840)
- From Ziefen to Sally Run (Repass Family)
- Grosecloses and Descendants
- Joseph Henry “Boss” Topham: Sr.: His Ancestors and Descendants
- Karl Stafford Letters 1943: AN - 106 (Archives)
- Maggie Letters, AN - 107 (Archives)
- Margaret Repass Letters 1909-1929: AN - 117 (Archives)
- Margaret Repass Letters 1930-1947: AN - 116 (Archives)
- Margaret: AN - 107 (Archives)
- Memories of my life and family
- Peggy: AN - 107 (Archives)
- Neff, Brown, Umbarger, Fox
- Pioneers of the Virginia Bluegrass (rev. edition)
- Repass Letters 1910-1943: AN - 102 (Archives)
- Rosenbaum Family of Southwest Virginia
- Rufus E. Umberger (1822-1870) by Cobb (no index) Umberger (Umbarger): Umberger
- Rufus Umberger 1822-1870 and his 1500 Descendants
- Rufus Umberger and Mary Melvina Davis Umberger
- Samuel Umberger, Nancy Heldreth and Mary Magdalene Lindamood families
- Scotts of SW VA with Ten Other Scott Early Lines (3 vols)
- Stephen A. Letters 1909: AN - 105 (Archives)
- Stephen A. Letters 1910-1920: AN - 110 (Archives)
- The Felty Family of Wythe County
- Topham Family Reunion: 1998 (photos)
Umbarger/Umberger (continued):
  Umberger Family History (includes many other families)
  Umberger, Lindamood and Heldreth
  Umberger: Addendum to Early Settlers of Old Mount Airy
  (Umberger) Family Charts
  Uncle & Auntie@ Letters: AN - 109 (Archives)
  Virginia (later Brown) Letters 1909-1947: AN - 114 (Archives)
  Wilson Cemetery, Claypool Hill (Tazewell Co.)
  Glimpses of Wythe County, Virginia, Volume II
  2008 Retrospective
  First Family Files
  Multiple Family Files

Umstot
  European Migrations, American Dreams: 400 Years of Umstot and Associated Families

Underwood:
  Tickle: Bunts: Bond and Jennings of Southwest Virginia
  Family Files

Ustick: Family Files

Utt:
  Addendum to Early Settlers of Old Mount Airy
  Scotts of SW VA with ten Other Scott Early Lines (3 vols)
  A collection: Thomas Herrgeroder and some of his descendants
  Utt-ventures (a genealogy and history of the Ott-Utt family in America, 1742-1982
  Family Files

V
Vanatter: Family Files
Van Clief: My German Ancestors Vol. I (by Clifford Canfield)
Van Huss (Hoose): Rosenbaum Family of Southwest Virginia

Vance:
  Early Adventurers on the Western Waters, Volume II
  Family Files

Vanderpool: Family Files
Vandyke: Family Files
Vanhooser: Family Files
Vargo: Family Files

Vaughan:
  Stephen Bourne and Rosamond Mallory and related families
  Family Files

Vaughn:
  Scotts of SW VA with Ten Other Scott Early Lines (3 vols)
  Blue Ridge Mountain Kinfolk
  Family Files
Vaught:
   Early Adventurers on the Western Waters, Volume III
Addendum to Early Settlers of Old Mount Airy
Descendants of Christly Vaught
European Migrations, American Dreams: 400 Years of Umstot and Associated Families
Early Settlers of Old Mount Airy
From Ziefen to Sally Run (Repass Family)
Leonard Shoun and his wife Barbara Slemp (Johnston Co. TN) & descendants
Memories of my life and family
My German (Swiss)/French Ancestor
Phillippi Descendants of Hans Hensel Phillippie
Scotts of SW VA with Ten Other Scott Early Lines (3 vols)
Multiple Family Files
First Family Files
Veneer: Family Files
Vendrick:
   Our Vendrick Family
   Family Files
Venerick/Venrick:
   Early Adventurers on the Western Waters, Volume V
   St, Paul Church Baptismal Records
Veneziano: Family Files
Vernon: Family Files
Veselik: Family Files
Vest:
   Thompsons of Walkers Creek (Andrew: Sr. of Bland Co.)
   Family Files
Viars: Family Files
Vickers: Early Adventurers on the Western Waters, Volume I
Vile: Family Files
Vineyard: Family Files
Vipperman: Family Files
Vuong: Family Files

W
Waddell: Family Files
Waddle:
   First Family Files
   Family Files
Wade:
   Our Families Quesenberry with Roots in Southwest Virginia
   Family Files
Wadkins: Watkins: Addendum to Early Settlers of Old Mount Airy
Waggoner:
  Early Adventurers on the Western Waters, Volume V
  Scotts of SW VA with Ten Other Scott Early Lines (3 vols)
  Adam Waggoner Family: Tazewell and Montgomery 1750-1996
  Family Files

Wagner:
  Adam Waggoner Family: Tazewell and Montgomery 1750-1996
  Leonard Shoun and his wife Barbara Slemp (Johnston Co. TN) & descendants
  Return to the Land: History of the Miller Family of Bland County
  The Neel Family, 1720-2000
  Family Files

Wagoner: Family Files

Wahr: Family Files

Walk/Walke: Family Files

Walker:
  Early Adventurers on the Western Waters, Volume IV
  Conduff-Gilmer Lineage & Connections.
  Sãunders Sâga
  Scotts of SW VA with Ten Other Scott Early Lines (3 vols)
  Descendants of John Walker of Wigton: Scotland 1600-1902
  2008 Retrospective
  First Family Files
  Multiple Family Files

Wall/Walls:
  Early Adventurers on the Western Waters, Volume I
  Family Files

Wallace:
  Scotts of SW VA with Ten Other Scott Early Lines (3 vols)
  Family Files

Wallen:
  Elisha Wallen, the Longhunter
  Family Files

Waller:
  Blue Ridge Mountain Kinfolk
  Family Files

Walsh: Family Files

Walters:
  Early Adventurers on the Western Waters, Volume V
  The Ancestry of my people (Leedy Family)
  Early Settlers of Old Mount Airy
  First Family Files
  Multiple Family Files

Walthall: Family Files
Walton:
- Early Adventurers on the Western Waters, Volume III
- Smith Family of Rockingham Co, NC, Vol. Drury Smith of Paw Paw Creek
- Sänders Säga
- Kings Quest
- Diary of Hannah Walton Sanders

Wampler:
- Early Adventurers on the Western Waters, Volume IV
- Addendum to Early Settlers of Old Mount Airy
- Joe Cameron Collection
- A Wampler Family History, With Allied Families Kemper, Zumbrum, Angel, Craumer, Mayer and Ruhlman
- My German Ancestors: Vol. 5 (by Clifford Canfield)
- Phillippi Descendants of Hans Hensel Phillippie
- Early Settlers of Old Mount Airy
- Stanger Family: check title etc.
- Wampfler (Wampler) Family History 1500s - 1700s
- Wampler Family History 1701 - 1980
- Wamplers in America
- First Family Files and Family Files

Warburton: Family Files

Ward:
- Early Adventurers on the Western Waters, Volume III, IV, and V
- Virginia Connections, Genealogical History of the Thompson-Ward Family
- Smith Family of Rockingham Co, NC, Vol. Drury Smith of Paw Paw Creek
- Tickle, Bunts, Bond and Jennings of Southwest Virginia
- First Family Files
- Multiple Family Files

Warden: Multiple Family Files

Warhurton: Family Files

Warner:
- Early Adventurers on the Western Waters, Volume IV
- Family Files

Warren:
- Sänders Säga
- Family Files

Warrick: Adam Waggoner Family: Tazewell and Montgomery 1750-1996

Washington: Family Files

Wassum:
- Rosenbaum Family of Southwest Virginia
- Nicholas Wassum and Descendants Smyth County, Virginia and Beyond
- Wassum Family of Smyth Co., Virginia, The
- Early Settlers of Old Mount Airy
- Family Files
Watkins:
Smith Family of Rockingham Co: NC, Vol. Drury Smith of Paw Paw Creek
Family Files
Watrawn: Family Files
Watson:
Early Adventurers on the Western Waters, Volume IV
Return to the Land: History of the Miller Family of Bland County
Horn: Horne Family Tree
Family Files
Watts:
Scotts of SW VA with Ten Other Scott Early Lines (3 vols)
Family Files
Waugh: Rosenbaum Family of Southwest Virginia
Wax/Wache/Wach: Family Files
Weathemeran: Family Files
Weaver:
Early Adventurers on the Western Waters, Volume V
Addendum to Early Settlers of Old Mount Airy
Early Settlers of Old Mount Airy
Jacob Yonce (Yont, Younts)
Joe Cameron Collection
Ross Family [of Hanover County]
Morricle Family, the Story of a Floyd County Family
Multiple Family Files
Webb:
Horn: Horne Family Tree
Jacob Yonce (Yont: Younts)
Our Families Quesenberry with Roots in Southwest Virginia
Tickle: Bunts: Bond and Jennings of Southwest Virginia
Smith Family of Rockingham Co: NC: Vol. Drury Smith of Paw Paw Creek
Scotts of SW VA with Ten Other Scott Early Lines (3 vols)
Family Genealogy of the Gardners (Carroll County)
Family Files
Webster:
Atwell Family of Prince Edward County, 2 vols.
Addendum to Early Settlers of Old Mount Airy
Wechler: Family Files
Weeks: Orville Robinson Repass and the Repass Family of Wythe County
Weinburg: Family Files
Weiss:
Lovey Ann Weiss Anderson
Family Files
Welch:
    John Welsh and Samuel E. Porter Families
    Family Files
Welker: First Family Files
Wells:
    History and Genealogy of the William Bull and Sarah Wells Family of Orange Co., NY
    Family Files
Welsh: Family Files
Welshie: Early Adventurers on the Western Waters, Volume III
Wennerick: First Family Files
Wenrich: My German Ancestors III (Catron, Kettenring, Wenrich, Zimmer, Faull)
Wesendoncks: Mysterious Wesendoncks
West: Family Files
Westcoat: Early Adventurers on the Western Waters, Volume I
Westfall: Family Files
Wetzel:
    Early Adventurers on the Western Waters, Volume V
    Early Settlers of Old Mount Airy
    First Family Files and
    Family Files
Weyant: Family Files
Whalen: Family Files
Whaley: Family Files
Whalin: KinLinks, A Genealogical Collection of Nineteen Families
Wharton: Family Files
Wheat: Scotts of SW VA with Ten Other Scott Early Lines (3 vols)
Wheeler:
    Almost a Pioneer: Wheeler History
    Greek Cassell Neff Descendancy
    Family Files
Wheller: Amos Wheeler and His Descendants, Volume II
Whisman:
    Whitt-Johnson Family History
    Family Files
Whit: Family Files
Whitaker:
    Barnes Roots and Hale Heritage
    Family Files
White:
    Adam Waggoner Family: Tazewell and Montgomery 1750-1996
    Ratliff and some related families: Tazewell Co. Order Books: 1800-1855
    Our Families Quesenberry with Roots in Southwest Virginia
    Some Descendants of John Ratliff and Charlotte White 1765-1997
    Scotts of SW VA with Ten Other Scott Early Lines (3 vols)
Whiteside:
Burton, Bridgforth, Harrington, Hustead, Jeffus, Pitt(s), Pierce and Whiteside Families
Joseph Henry “Boss” Topham Sr., his Ancestors and Descendants

Whitley: Family Files
Whitlow: Family Files
Whitman:
Early Adventurers on the Western Waters, Volume IV
Family Files

Whitmer: Greek Cassell Neff Descendancy
Whitmore: Family Files
Whitt:
Early Adventurers on the Western Waters, Volume I
Whitt-Johnson Family History
Family Files

Whitten:
Horn: Horne Family Tree
Family Files

Widener: Rosenbaum Family of Southwest Virginia
Widner: Family Files
Wiedl: Family Files
Wigfield: The Wigfield and Nelson Families of Faquier Co. VA
Wiggonton: Family Files
Wiggs: Family Files
Wilburn: Family Files
Wilder: Family Files
Wildman: Family Files Family Files
Wiley:
Early Adventurers on the Western Waters, Volume I
Wiley (Jenny): Fry History
Family Files
Wihite: Wilhite Family Records Vol I & II
Wilinsky: Family Files
Wilkerson:
Joseph Henry “Boss” Topham: Sr.: his Ancestors and Descendants
Family Files
Wilkins: Family Files
Wilkinson: Family Files
Willard:
Early Settlers of Old Mount Airy
Family Files
Williams:
Early Adventurers on the Western Waters, Volume III and IV
Addendum to Early Settlers of Old Mount Airy
Williams continued:
   Adam Waggoner Family: Tazewell and Montgomery 1750-1996
   Abijah Thomas and his Octagon House
   The Ancestors and Descendants of Elizabeth Lemaster and Joseph Williams
   Early Settlers of Old Mount Airy
   Blue Ridge Mountain Kinfolk
   The Felty Family of Wythe County
   Smith Family of Rockingham Co, NC, Vol. Drury Smith of Paw Paw Creek
   Horn: Horne Family Tree
   Scotts of SW VA with Ten Other Scott Early Lines (3 vols)
   Ross Family [of Hanover County]
   Pioneers of the Virginia Bluegrass (rev. edition)
   Lettie Letters AN - 101 (Archives)
   Goad & Williams Family Records, Vol. I
   Multiple Family Files

Williamson: Family Files

Willis:
   Whitt-Johnson Family History
   Family Files

Willoughby:
   The Coming of Willoughby
   The Willoughbys
   Family Files

Wills:
   Early Adventurers on the Western Waters, Volume IV
   Family Files

Willy: Family Files

Wilshire: Family Files

Wilson:
   Early Adventurers on the Western Waters, Volume IV
   Leonard Shoun and His wife Barbara Slemp (Johnston Co. TN) & descendants
   Leaving a Trail
   Wilson: Hedrick History ( scrapbook)
   Pioneers of the Virginia Bluegrass
   Rosenbaum Family of Southwest Virginia
   Goodridge Coleman: Family Files
   Edith Bolling Wilson Files
   Pioneers of the Virginia Bluegrass (rev. edition)
   Wilson Family History (Semones)
   Wilson Family Papers. 1773-2005 (by Wilson)
   Scotts of SW VA with Ten Other Scott Early Lines (3 vols)
   Wilson Cemetery: Claypool Hill (Tazewell Co.)
   Tibbs Family History
   Scrapbook of Ellen Rose Stowers Wilson (1861-1936)
Wilson (continued):
Jacob Yonce (Yont: Younts)
Horn: Horne Family Tree
Early Settlers of Old Mount Airy
Dodd-Hale and Related Families: a Goodly Heritage
Blue Ridge Mountain Kinfolk
Barnes Roots and Hale Heritage
Addendum to Early Settlers of Old Mount Airy
Adam Waggoner Family, Tazewell and Montgomery 1750-1996
Letters of a Confederate Private, Thomas O. Wilson
Abijah Thomas and his Octagon House
Wilson family and Sharon Cemetery, Ceres, VA
2017 Retrospective
First Family Files
Multiple Family Files
Wimmer: Family Files
Windle:
Blue Ridge Mountain Kinfolk
Family Files
Wine: The Christian Wine Family
Winebarger: Family Files
Winesett: Family Files
Wingate: Blue Ridge Mountain Kinfolk
Winn:
Kings Quest
Winn: Family Files
Winskill: Family Files
Winston: Radford Letters, a Radford Family History
Winton: Family Files
Wirt:
Early Adventurers on the Western Waters, Volume IV
Family Files
Wise:
Addendum to Early Settlers of Old Mount Airy
Family Files
Wiseley/Wisley:
Early Adventurers on the Western Waters, Volume V
Phillippi Descendants of Hans Hensel Phillippie
Family of Joseph Cassell (b. ca. 1827)
First Family Files
Multiple Family Files
Wisman:
Early Adventurers on the Western Waters, Volume IV
Wisor: Family Files
Withers:
  Autobiography of an Octogenerian
  Withers Family of the County Lancaster, England and Stafford County, Virginia
  Word Sketches of Some of Her Relatives
  Family Files
Witt:
  Descendants of John Witt the Virginia Immigrant
  Family Files
Witte: Family Files
Witten: Greenup, Witten, Cecil
Wohlford/Wolford:
  First Family Files
  Family Files
Wolf: Early Settlers of Old Mount Airy
Wolfe:
  Joe Cameron Collection
  Horn: Horne Family Tree
  Phillippi Descendants of Hans Hensel Phillippie
  Family Files
Wolfenbarger/Wolfenberger:
  Early Adventurers on the Western Waters, Volume IV
  Family Files
Wolfenden:
  Joseph Henry “Boss” Topham, Sr., his Ancestors and Descendants
  2017 Retrospective
  Family Files
Wolford:
  Early Adventurers on the Western Waters, Volume IV
  Thompsons of Walkers Creek (Andrew Sr. of Bland Co.)
  The Ancestry of my people (Leedy Family)
  History and Genealogy of Kegley and Grubb
  Addendum to Early Settlers of Old Mount Airy
  Multiple Family Files
Wood:
  Early Adventurers on the Western Waters, Volume I
  My Ratliff Family 1730s-1990
  Family Files
Wooden: Family Files
Woods:
  Origin and Genealogy of the Woods Family, 1640-1895
  Scotts of SW VA with Ten Other Scott Early Lines (3 vols)
  Multiple Family Files
Woodyard: Family Files
Woolheater: Family Files

Woolwine:
  Pioneers of the Virginia Bluegrass (rev. edition)
  Pioneers of the Virginia Bluegrass

Wooten: Family Files

Workman:
  Workman Family History
  First Family Files

Worley:
  Early Adventurers on the Western Waters, Volume III
  Jacob Yonce (Yont, Younts)

Worrell:
  Family Genealogy of the Gardners (Carroll County)
  Journal of Elizabeth A. Cooley (Grayson Co. and Missouri)
  Our Families Quesenberry with Roots in Southwest Virginia
  Family Files

Wrathen: Family Files

Wright:
  Early Adventurers on the Western Waters, Volume IV
  Return to the Land: History of the Miller Family of Bland County
  Scotts of SW VA with Ten Other Scott Early Lines (3 vols)
  Adam Waggoner Family: Tazewell and Montgomery 1750-1996
  Rosenbaum Family of Southwest Virginia
  Our Families Quesenberry with Roots in Southwest Virginia
  Family Files

Wyatt: Family Files

Wygal:
  The Early Wysor Family
  Family Files

Wylie: Family Genealogy of the Gardners (Carroll County)

Wynn: Family Files

Wynne: Pioneers of the Virginia Bluegrass (rev. edition)

Wyrick:
  Early Adventurers on the Western Waters, Volume V
  Wyrick Genealogy (no index)
  Thompsons of Walkers Creek (Andrew, Sr. of Bland Co.)
  First Family Files
  Multiple Family Files

Wyson: Family Files

Wyse:
  Old Sherry, Portrait of a Virginia Family
  The Road I Came,
  The Early Wyse Family

Wythe: Family Files
Y
Yablonski: Family Files
Yancy: Family Files
Yates: Family Files
Yeager: Family Files
Yerion/Yarion/Yarrian:
  Early Adventurers on the Western Waters, Volume II
  Family Files

Yonce/Yont/Younts/Yontz:
  Early Adventurers on the Western Waters, Volume V
  Addendum to Early Settlers of Old Mount Airy
  Family Files
  Jacob Yonce (Yont: Younts)
  Yonce Families in the USA
  Yonce Family
  The Ancestry of My people (Leedy Family)
  The Felty Family of Wythe County
  Cassell Connections (Nicholas and Michael)
  Baumgardner Family in America
  Multiple Family Files
York: Family Files
Yost:
  Pioneers of the Virginia Bluegrass (rev. edition)
  Adam Waggoner Family: Tazewell and Montgomery 1750-1996
  Pioneers of the Virginia Bluegrass
  First Family Files
  Family Files
Young:
  Adam Waggoner Family, Tazewell and Montgomery 1750-1996
  Genealogy of William Bonham (Grayson County)
  Our Families Quesenberry with Roots in Southwest Virginia
  Phillippi Descendants of Hans Hensel Phillippie
  Pioneers of the Virginia Bluegrass (rev. edition)
  Addendum to Early Settlers of Old Mount Airy
  Scotts of SW VA with ten Other Scott Early Lines (3 vols)
  Family Files
Younger:
  The Dalton Gang
  Family Files
Z

Ziggenfuss: Family Files
Zimmer: My German Ancestors III (Catron, Kettenring, Wenrich, Zimmer, Faull
Zoak: Family Files
Zuber: Family Files
Zumbrum: A Wampler Family History, With Allied Families Kemper, Zumbrum, Angel, Craumer, Mayer and Ruhlman
Zuurbier: Family Files